ACCELERATED ADOPTION

BENEFITS

- Boost your overall business value through usage and adoption of Microsoft Teams
- Enable your end users by providing them with more, innovative tools, and greater functionality
- Improve retention and team morale while transitioning towards a true culture of collaboration

POLY ADOPTION CONSULTING SERVICES FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS

Tailored to decision-makers and change managers, Poly Adoption Consulting Services for Microsoft Teams assists with the development of unique, strategic user adoption plans that inform, educate, and motivate the user communities within Microsoft Teams. As part of the service, we’ll provide you the upfront support needed to drive high adoption. Your end users will discover new, efficient ways to maximize the platform, leading to an overall increase in collaboration and progressively dynamic workspaces.

The first phase of this service will be an Adoption and Change Management Workshop. We’ll spend time with your key decision-makers and stakeholders, reviewing the process and necessary steps to successfully enable the people side of change. Participants will engage in a range of activities, covering potential business outcomes, different use case scenarios, and the key roles for successful adoption. After completing the workshop, we’ll provide you with your Adoption and Change Management Plan. The asset will contain documentation on all prior workshop discussions, as well as specific recommendations to successfully accelerate the transition to new and better ways of working with Microsoft Teams.

DEPENDING ON WHAT WAS AGREED UPON IN YOUR WORKSHOP, DELIVERABLES MAY ALSO INCLUDE:

- A training strategy
- A customized awareness campaign
- Related adoption planning resources

The service follows Microsoft’s Adoption and Change Management best practices and their Services Adoption Framework.

CONTACT YOUR AUTHORIZED POLY PARTNER FOR MORE DETAILS.